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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Colorectal cancer (CRC) is a common form of cancer, with rectal cancer accounting for approximately
one-third of all cases. Among rectal cancers, 95% are classified as rectal adenocarcinoma (READ). Emerging evidence suggests
that long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) play a significant role in the development and progression of various cancers. In our study,
we aimed to identify differentially expressed lncRNAs potentially associated with m6A and establish a risk assessment model to
predict clinical outcomes for READ patients.
METHODS: The READ dataset from the TCGA database was utilized in this study to synergistically and logically integrate
m6A and lncRNA, while employing bioinformatics technology for the identification of suitable biomarkers. A risk prediction
model comprising m6A-associated lncRNAs was constructed to investigate the prognostic, diagnostic, and biological functional
relevance of these m6A-related lncRNAs.
RESULTS: Our research builds a composed of three related to m6A lncRNA rectal gland cancer prognosis model, and the model
has been proved in the multi-dimensional can serve as the potential of the prognosis of rectal gland cancer biomarkers. Our study
constructed a prognostic model of rectal adenocarcinoma consisting of three related m6A lncRNAs: linc00702, ac106900.1 and
al583785.1.
CONCLUSION: The model has been validated as a potential prognostic biomarker for rectal cancer in multiple dimensions,
aiming to provide clinicians with an indicator to assess the duration of straight adenocarcinoma. This enables early detection of
rectal cancer and offers a promising target for immunotherapy.

Keywords: Long noncoding RNA (lncRNAs), rectal adenocarcinoma, prognostic model, m6A, immune microenvironment

1. Introduction1

Colorectal cancer (CRC) has the third highest inci-2

dence in the world (10.2% of total cases) and is the3

second leading cause of cancer-related death globally4

(9.2% of all cases). CRC can be divided into colonic5

adenocarcinoma (COAD) and rectal adenocarcinoma6

(READ) [1], of which rectal adenocarcinoma accounts7

for about 30%–35% of all CRC patients [2]. Clinically,8
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the standard treatment for rectal cancer is radiother- 9

apy and chemotherapy plus resection [3]. However, the 10

rectum is located in the deep pelvic cavity, leading to 11

frequent postoperative recurrence, and the anatomical 12

relationship makes the operation difficult. For patients 13

with low and moderate rectal cancer, the harsh truth 14

is that the lesion is located near the anal sphincter. It 15

is difficult for clinicians to preserve the anus and its 16

function during surgery [4]. In addition to the impact 17

on survival, colorectal cancer patients’ quality of life is 18

also significantly reduced, which is supported by suffi- 19

cient data [5]. The high aggressiveness of rectal cancer 20

and the high local multiple recurrence and metastasis 21
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rate have led to the double incidence of rectal cancer22

in patients under 40 years old since 1940 [6]. For the23

same reason, about half of rectal cancer patients are24

diagnosed with locally advanced rectal cancer [1]. For25

the many problems faced by patients with rectal cancer,26

we need different treatment methods at this stage.27

N6-methyladenosine (m6A) has been identified as28

one of the most common and abundant RNA modifi-29

cations, regulating gene expression by altering RNA-30

protein interactions and other pathways [7], and has31

been shown to play a key role in various normal bi-32

ological processes such as tissue development, stem33

cell self-renewal and differentiation [8]. In association34

with cancer, overall survival was significantly associ-35

ated with different subtypes of m6A modification in36

24/27 cancer types [9]. At present, many studies have37

revealed the close relationship between m6A modifi-38

cation and digestive system cancer. For example, m6A39

regulator HNRNPA2B1 promotes esophageal cancer by40

upregulating ACLY and ACC1 [10], and reducing m6A41

modification can predict malignant phenotypes in gas-42

tric cancer [11]. RNA m6A methyltransferase METTL343

plays a promoting role in the pathogenesis of pancreatic44

cancer [12]. For rectal adenocarcinoma, current studies45

have identified potential m6A-modified genes that may46

be involved in the process of READ disease, and m6A-47

related proteins are often maladjusted at mRNA and48

protein levels [13,14]. However, the specific expression49

pattern and clinical value of new stage m6A-related50

genes in rectal adenocarcinoma remain unclear.51

Long RNA transcripts that do not encode pro-52

teins, usually greater than 200 nucleotides (> 200 nu-53

cleotides) were defined as lncRNA, accounting for 68%54

of the human transcriptome [15]. LncRNAs regulate55

many cellular processes, including transcription and56

splicing, as well as epigenetic regulation of gene ex-57

pression, and also affect the stability of mRNA [16].58

Therefore, interference barriers in lncRNA interaction59

groups are responsible for the pathogenesis pathways of60

various diseases, including cancer [17]. Many studies61

have confirmed that lncRNA plays a role in the patho-62

genesis of colorectal cancer, for example, high level63

of lncRNA-P21 or high level of PVT1 will lead to in-64

creased progression of colorectal cancer, thus playing65

the role of biomarkers [18,19]. Biomarkers for rectal66

cancer have been discovered, including gene expression67

profile, DNA mutation and methylation, microRNAs,68

tumor immune cell infiltration, and immune inflamma-69

tory cytokines [20]. However, until now, there is no70

ideal marker to predict the prognosis of patients with71

rectum adenocarcinoma [21].72

LncRNA can be used as biomarkers for disease pro- 73

gression and survival risk as well as therapeutic tar- 74

gets, and scientists are actively exploring bioinformatics 75

methods to develop new lncRNA annotation tools [22]. 76

With the improvement of gene sequencing technology 77

and the development of various tumor databases, we can 78

use TCGA-READ (TCGA-READ) data to search for 79

prognostic biomarkers. In this study, we constructed a 80

prognostic model composed of 3 m6A-related lncRNAs 81

and tested the predictive power of the model. Tumor 82

immune invasion was evaluated. We expect to com- 83

bine m6A and lncRNA organically and reasonably, use 84

bioinformatics technology to find suitable biomarkers 85

for rectal adenocarcinoma, and explore the key factors 86

affecting the effect of tumor immunotherapy through 87

the model composed of m6A and lncRNA. 88

2. Methods and materials 89

2.1. READ Access to patient information 90

READ samples of lncRNA - seq map and the cor- 91

responding clinical characteristics, including survival 92

time, status, age, gender, grade and TNM staging, are 93

downloaded from the cancer genome atlas (TCGA) 94

(https://www.cancer.gov/ccg/). 95

2.2. Identify the m6 A gene 96

The m6A methyltransferase of RNA is composed 97

of “Writer” proteins, including METTL3, METTL14, 98

METTL16, WTAP, VIRMA, ZC3H13, RBM15, RBM 99

15B). M6A methylation can be re-moved by m6A 100

demethylase (“Eraser”), including FTO and ALKNH5. 101

M6A mainly affects the fate of mRNA through its 102

recruited “Reader, including YTHDC1, YTHDC2, 103

YTHDF1, YTHDF2, YTHDF3, HNRNPC, FMR1, 104

LRPPRC, HNRNPA2B1, IGFBP1, IGFBP2, IGFBP3. 105

2.3. Pearson correlation analysis 106

We screened m6A-related lncRNAs by Pearson’s cor- 107

relation analysis, and 262 m6A-related lncRNAs were 108

identified. The process used the criteria of |Pearson 109

R| > 0.3 and p < 0.001. 110

2.4. Lasso Cox regression 111

In order to minimize the risk of over fitting, the Cox 112

regression analysis of lasso penalty was used to con- 113
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struct a prognostic model, and then the minimum ab-114

solute contraction and selection operator (lasso) Cox115

regression model was used to construct polygenic fea-116

tures in TCGA cohort. Lasso Cox regression was per-117

formed using R software package “glmnet” (using 10-118

fold cross-validation of the estimated penalty parame-119

ters) and a risk model of lncRNA associated with m6A120

was established.121

2.5. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis122

Patients were divided into two groups according to123

the median value of risk score. Patients were defined as124

high risk group, if their risk score were greater than the125

median value. Otherwise, patients were defined as low126

risk group. Patient survival between the two groups was127

assessed via Cox regression analysis. The significance128

of survival differences was estimated in terms of p-129

value. The regulatory pairs will be considered to have130

an impact on the prognosis of patients if both p-values131

were lower than 0.05. Kaplan-Meier survival curves132

were plotted using two R packages (“Survminer” and133

“Survive”).134

2.6. Time dependent receiver operating Characteristic135

(ROC) curves136

We constructed time-dependent receiver operating137

characteristic (ROC) curves and estimated its utility as138

a prognostic model for predicting the survival status.139

The area under the curve (AUC) was measured using140

the “survivalROC” software package in R to assess the141

prognostic accuracy of genetic characteristics.142

2.7. Immune infiltration analysis143

Immune infiltration analysis of READ was per-144

formed to explore the relationship between immune145

checkpoints and immune cell infiltration and the ex-146

pression of immune biomarkers, chemokines, and147

chemokine receptors. The “vioplot” package in R were148

used to analyse whether there were differences in im-149

mune cells between the high-risk and low-risk sub-150

groups (P < 0.05).151

2.8. Analysis of enrichment152

GO analysis allows differential expression of genes153

to be identified and the clusterprofiler packages were154

used for functional analysis. The significance of the 155

analysis is determined by the p value, P < 0.05, which 156

represents a significant difference in functional enrich- 157

ment analysis results. During GSEA analysis, Rich dif- 158

ferentially expressed genes (DEG) signaling pathways 159

and biological processes were identified between two 160

risk subgroups. GSEA was used to obtain gene ontology 161

(GO) information. 162

3. Results 163

3.1. Screening and determination of target lncRNAs 164

Figure 1 displays the workflow of the current study. 165

In this study, a total of 92 cases of standardized RNA 166

sequencing transcriptome data were obtained from the 167

TCGA database. Among these, complete clinical infor- 168

mation was available for 90 cases; however, survival 169

information was missing for 2 cases. Therefore, a total 170

of 88 samples were included in this study (Table 1). The 171

training set and test set (n = 44) with the same number 172

of samples were obtained according to the 1:1 distri- 173

bution ratio. In the database, clinical information on 174

rectal adenocarcinoma included age, sex, TMN stage, 175

duration of survival, and survival status of the sam- 176

ple. The expression levels of 6226 lncRNAs in the rec- 177

tal adenocarcinoma samples we studied were obtained 178

from the TCGA database. Next, 23 m6A genes were 179

identified and they were identified as writers: METTL3, 180

METTL14, METTL16, WTAP, VIRMA, ZC3H13, 181

RBM15, RBM15B. 2) Eraser: FTO and ALKNH5. 3) 182

Readers: YTHDC1, YTHDC2, YTHDF1, YTHDF2, 183

YTHDF3, HNRNPC, FMR1, LRPPRC, HNRNPA2B1, 184

IGFBP1, IGFBP2, IGFBP3, RBMX. 185

Under the condition of known m6A genes, we can 186

get related to m6a lncRNA, in this process, we imple- 187

ment standard is included in the standard of not less 188

than a m6A lncRNA genes related to the use of the 189

person related line analysis arithmetic (| Pearson r | 190

0.3 or higher, P < 0.001). Sankey diagram (Fig. 2A) 191

and co-expression network diagram (Fig. 2B) showed 192

the relationship between m6A-related lncRNAs and 23 193

m6A genes in 88 tissues obtained from TCGA database 194

at two-dimensional and three-dimensional levels, re- 195

spectively. In the Sankey diagram, 23 m6A genes were 196

labeled on the left, while 262 m6A-related lncRNAs 197

were obtained on the right. Based on the identified 198

m6A-related lncRNAs, univariate Cox regression anal- 199

ysis was conducted to obtain the lncRNA which is 200

m6A associated and associated with READ prognosis. 201
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of m6A-related lncRNA screening and functional verification.

Table 1
Characteristic of READ patients

Covariates Type Number
Age 6 65 51 (57.95%)

> 65 32 (36.36%)
Gender FEMALE 39 (44.32%)

MALE 49 (55.68%)
Stage I 18 (20.45%)

II 30 (34.09%)
III 24 (27.27%)
IV 14 (15.91%)

Unknow 2 (2.27%)
T stage T1 4 (4.55%)

T2 18 (20.45%)
T3 62 (70.45%)
T4 4 (4.55%)

M stage M0 70 (79.55%)
M1 13 (14.77%)
MX 5 (5.68%)

N stage N0 50 (56.82%)
N1 26 (29.55%)
N2 12 (13.64%)

Five m6A-related lncRNAs were significantly corre-202

lated with OS, and their gene names, HR value, HR203

value and 95% confidence interval of P value corre-204

sponding to each gene were all represented in the forest 205

map (Fig. 2C). 206

3.2. The prognostic value of training concentration 207

risk models 208

In multiple regression analysis, lasso penalty-Cox 209

analysis is one of the most common methods. The ad- 210

vantage of screening lasso penalty-Cox analysis is that 211

it can not only improve the prediction accuracy of the 212

model, but also better explain the model. More im- 213

portantly, it implements regularization of variable se- 214

lection. Therefore, the method is widely used in high- 215

throughput data with poor correlation and large pre- 216

dicted value, and the over-fitting problem is optimized, 217

so the method can effectively identify the most avail- 218

able data. Vertical dashed lines represent logL equiv- 219

alents with minimal piecewise likelihood deviation as 220

shown (Fig. 3A–B). In the end, In the TCGA training 221

set, three lncRNASs were determined to use training 222

data and build OS risk assessment models as follows: 223

Riskscore = 1.3564* expr (LINC00702) + 0.1403* 224
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Fig. 2. Screening and determination of target lncRNAs. (A) Sankey relational diagram for 23 m6A genes and m6A-related lncRNAs (B)
Co-expression network diagram of 23 m6 A genes and m6A-related lncRNAs (C) Five lncRNAs were obtained by univariate Cox regression
analysis.

expr (AC106900.1) + 0.0352*expr (AL583785.1) Coef225

lncRNA was retained to four decimal places in the226

model, which allowed us to assess the prognostic risk227

of patients with rectal adenocarcinoma. In TCGA train-228

ing set, 44 samples were divided into high risk (N = 229

22) and low risk group (N = 22) according to the me- 230

dian by using this model. The risk level of samples in 231

different risk subgroups, survival status and survival 232
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Fig. 3. The prognostic value of training concentration risk models. (A) The tuning parameters (log l) of OS-related proteins were selected to
cross-verify the error curve. (B) According to the minimal criterion and 1-se criterion, perpendicular imaginary lines were drawn at the optimal
value. (C) Distribution of m6 A-related lncRNA model-based risk score for the training set. (D) Patterns of the survival time and survival status
between the high- and low-risk groups for the training set. (E) Kaplan-Meier survival curves of the OS of patients in the high- and low-risk groups
for the training set. (F) Clustering analysis heatmap shows the display levels of the 8 prognostic lncRNAs for each patient in the training set.

time of samples, and OS status in survival analysis were233

compared (Fig. 3C–F). We found that patients in the234

low-risk group had better survival than those in the235

high-risk group across different dimensions. Finally,236

the relative expression criteria of lncRNA in the model237

are discussed.238

3.3. The prognostic value of risk patterns in testing set 239

and entire set 240

The high risk group (n = 15) and low risk group 241

(n = 29) of the test set and the high risk group (n = 242

37) and low risk group (n = 51) of the whole set were 243
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Fig. 4. The prognostic value of risk patterns in testing set and entire set. (A) Distribution of m6A-related lncRNA model-based risk score for the
testing set. (B) Patterns of the survival time and survival status between the high- and low-risk groups for the testing set. (C) Kaplan-Meier survival
curves of the OS of patients in the high- and low-risk groups for the testing set. (D) Clustering analysis heatmap shows the display levels of the 3
prognostic lncRNAs for each patient in the testing set. (E) Distribution of the m6A-related lncRNA model-based risk score for the entire set. (F)
Patterns of the survival time and survival status between the high- and low-risk groups for the entire set. (G) Kaplan-Meier survival curves of OS
of patients in the low- and high-risk groups for the entire set. (H) Clustering analysis heatmap shows the expression levels of the 3 prognostic
lncRNAs for each patient for the entire set. In this study, the median risk score was used to classify the high and low risk groups and was marked
by a dashed line in the distribution map.
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determined from the median determined in the train-244

ing set. As with test set results, patients in the low-245

risk group had lower risk scores, longer survival, fewer246

samples resulting in death, and higher OS in survival247

analysis. In the test set, the training set (Fig. 4A–D)248

and the whole set (Fig. 4E–H), the expression trends of249

the three lncRNAs in different subgroups with different250

relative expression standards were the same. It shows251

that our model has good predictive ability.252

3.4. Kaplan-Meier curves of OS differences stratifified253

by gender, tumor grade, or TNM stage between254

the high- and low-risk groups in the TCGA entire255

set256

Then, OS differences were analyzed for different257

clinicopathological features. According to gender and258

other characteristics, OS of the low-risk group was al-259

ways higher than that of the high-risk group, which260

also confirmed the superiority of an accurate prediction261

model from another perspective (Fig. 5).262

3.5. Prognostic risk models for M6A-associated263

lncRNAs and clinical features of READ were264

evaluated in the TCGA entire set265

Multivariate Cox regression analysis across the en-266

tire set revealed that the risk model consisting of three267

m6A-associated lncRNAs had independent prognostic268

characteristics of READ (Fig. 6A). As we know, AUC269

(area under the ROC curve) is used to better assess the270

susceptibility of risk scores in predicting outcomes in271

patients with READ. Our results showed that the AUC272

of risk score was 0.904 in the training set, 0.866 in the273

test set and 0.886 in the overall data set (Fig. 6B). It274

can be seen that the difference between them is very275

small, that is to say, the AUC of the three risk scores276

is relatively stable, and as the value of the three m6A-277

related lncRNAs is greater than 0.85, it indicates that278

the three m6A-related lncRNAs have good prognostic279

risk prediction value for READ.280

3.6. Scatter plot of patient’s immune cells and risk281

score in READ patients282

We analyzed the immune correlation between im-283

mune cells and risk score and plotted scatter plots of284

patient risk score and immune cell content, We found285

that the contents of T cell regulatory (R = 0.046), T286

cells CD8 (R = 0.0086), and Monocytes (R = 0.042)287

were negatively correlated with the risk score (P <288

Mast cells resting (R = 0.39) showed a positive trend289

with risk score (P < 0.05) (Fig. 7).290

3.7. Go and GSEA enrichment analysis of DEG 291

between high-risk and low-risk groups 292

We analyzed the gene differences of mRNA ex- 293

pression levels in the samples of the whole concen- 294

trated low-risk group and high-risk group, and the re- 295

sults were represented by the volcano map. CHRM2 296

(log2FoldChange = 3.6), GPM6A (log2FoldChange 297

= 3.4), PLIN4 (log2FoldChange = 3.3), AC053503.6 298

(log2FoldChange = 3.2) was more significant (P < 299

0.05), while ATP5A1P2 (log2FoldChange = 2.9), 300

AC008677.1 (log2FoldChange = 2.8), SELENOWP1, 301

(log2FoldChange = 2.7) compared with the low-risk 302

group, These mRNA tended to be down-regulated in 303

high-risk subgroups (P < 0.05) (Fig. 8A). We per- 304

formed gene bulk (GO) enrichment analysis to explore 305

the underlying molecular mechanisms of the m6A- 306

based model, revealing many immune-related biolog- 307

ical processes. The figure shows the enrichment de- 308

gree of up-regulated and down-regulated gene func- 309

tions in Cellular Component GO term in the high-risk 310

group. The locations shown in the figure where signifi- 311

cant gene products play a role include Synaptic mem- 312

brance, neuron to Neuron synpase, potassium channel 313

complex, dendritic spine, Neuron spine, glutamatergic 314

synapse, postsynaptic density, Asymmetric synapse, in- 315

tegral component of Synaptic membrane, Cation chan- 316

nel complex. (P < 0.05) (Fig. 8B). The GSEA gene 317

accumulation results showed that the high subpopu- 318

lations were enriched in the metabolism of fructose 319

and mannose. These results contribute to understanding 320

the cellular biological effects associated with READ 321

(Fig. 8C). 322

4. Discussion 323

Colorectal cancer is one of the most common can- 324

cers in the world. Disease-specific mortality in devel- 325

oped countries is close to 33% [23]. Colorectal cancer 326

accounts for about 30% of CRCs, and its incidence is 327

significantly higher than colon cancer [24]. For patients 328

with advanced rectal adenocarcinoma, they are faced 329

with more problems, such as older age, larger tumor di- 330

ameter, higher metastasis rate, poor differentiation and 331

high recurrence rate [25]. In terms of treatment meth- 332

ods, the current treatment of CRC includes surgery, ra- 333

diotherapy and chemotherapy, molecular targeted ther- 334

apy [26] and immune checkpoint therapy [27]. How- 335

ever, the survival time of colorectal cancer patients can 336

be improved by surgical techniques and adjuvant ra- 337
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Fig. 5. Kaplan-Meier curves of OS differences stratifified by gender, tumor grade, or TNM stage between the high- and low-risk groups in the
TCGA entire set.

diotherapy and chemotherapy is very limited, includ-338

ing chemical resistance and other reasons, the 5-year339

survival rate of colorectal cancer patients is still very340

low [28]. Compared with colorectal cancer surgery, rec-341

tal cancer surgery is more complex, including low an-342

terior resection, abdominal perineectomy, and total in-343

ternal rectotomy [29]. The treatment of rectal cancer344

patients is associated with more problems: For exam-345

ple, postoperative local recurrence of rectal cancer is346

more common than colorectal cancer, mainly due to347

the inability of rectal adenocarcinoma to obtain wide348

margins and lack of blood barrier, which leads to the349

limitation of the availability of radiotherapy due to the350

tumor itself [29]. In addition, the risk of prostate cancer351

and rectal cancer increases after radiotherapy [30]. It352

would be beneficial to identify reliable and practical353

molecular biomarkers that contribute to the diagnosis354

and treatment process of CRC, and it has become pos-355

sible to develop biomarkers that help identify patients’356

responses to cancer diagnosis, management and moni-357

toring [20]. Overall, we were able to identify and vali-358

date a reliable prognostic model on various dimensions359

as a biomarker for rectal adenocarcinoma, thus helping360

clinicians to develop better treatment options.361

In our model, Gene Coef value of LINC00702 is the 362

largest, and we believe that the expression level of this 363

Gene shows a positive correlation with risk score. It is 364

noteworthy that this Gene has been proved to inhibit 365

cell growth and metastasis by regulating PTEN in col- 366

orectal cancer, so it shows a down-regulation trend in 367

CRC [31]. Because the blood supply, function and en- 368

vironmental carcinogens of the colon and rectum are 369

different. Therefore, the clinical features, pathological 370

stages and prognosis of colorectal cancer in different 371

primary sites are often different [32]. In addition, this 372

gene is highly expressed in malignant meningioma tis- 373

sues and ovarian cancer tissues [33,34], which may play 374

a carcinogenic function in malignant tumor and cancer 375

progression. In a prognostic evaluation model of renal 376

cell carcinoma with 10 lncRNAs, the risk coefficient 377

of LINC00702 is 0.5327 [35], which is consistent with 378

our results. Therefore, in the next research, we should 379

focus on the signaling pathway and regulatory factors 380

of LINC00702 gene. Thus, there is an opportunity to 381

identify new therapeutic targets for rectal adenocarci- 382

noma. 383

Currently, the selection of specific treatment strate- 384

gies for rectal cancer depends on pathological type, de- 385

gree of differentiation, depth of tumor invasion, pres- 386
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Fig. 6. Prognostic risk models for M6A-associated lncRNAs and clinical features of READ were evaluated in the TCGA entire set. (A) Multivariate
Cox regression analysis of forest map for the whole group. (B) ROC curve of the train set,test set and the whole set.

ence of regional lymph node (LN) metastasis and other387

factors that can predict tumor invasiveness and progno-388

sis [36]. Our study also explores the predictive power389

of models in these directions and improves the possi-390

bility of finding effective biomarkers. At present, TNM391

staging transmits the anatomical progress of the dis-392

ease and is used in daily clinical practice, and TNM393

staging provides relatively accurate prognostic stratifi-394

cation for patients with early, advanced, and advanced395

colorectal cancer [37]. For colorectal cancer, most cur-396

rent guidelines rely on TNM classification of treatment397

groups [38]. These studies proved that TMN stages are398

common and accurate in clinical classification of rectal399

adenocarcinoma. In our study, the three m6A-related400

prognostic lncRNAs constructed by us showed that the401

OS of the low-risk group was consistently superior to402

that of the high-risk group in stages M0 and M1, N0 and403

N1-2, and T1-2 and T3-4. Therefore, the existence of404

this model is more important for predicting the survival405

outcome.406

As one of the characteristics of tumor, immune cell407

infiltration is a key factor affecting the effect of tumor408

immunotherapy [39]. In a study of 48 patients with 409

colorectal cancer, after receiving adjuvant therapy, the 410

biggest difference in immune infiltration of the patients 411

was the increase of CD8+ content in the metastatic 412

foci [40]. CD8 density was higher in colorectal cancer 413

metastases than in patients with primary tumors, and 414

there was no widespread loss of immunity in metastatic 415

tumors. This may also reflect the development of the 416

immunosuppressive microenvironment in the primary 417

tumor over time [41]. In other words, the immune status 418

of the metastatic tumor is better than that of the pri- 419

mary tumor. In this case, the content of T cells, includ- 420

ing CD8+, is relatively high. In this study, the immune 421

infiltration results of READ patients were analyzed. 422

We found that the degree of T cell regulatory and T 423

cell CD8 cell infiltration was negatively correlated with 424

the risk score, which was consistent with the trend of 425

previous studies. In addition, studies have found that 426

primary colorectal cancer extracellular vesicles derived 427

mononuclear cells and non-activated macrophages of 428

the immune phenotype and secretion, make it have M1 429

reaction [42], in our study of monocytes in risk score 430
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Fig. 7. Scatter plot of patient’s immune cells and risk score in READ patients.

in a negative correlation, that is to say, monocyte con-431

tent is higher, the risk score is low, This trend is con-432

sistent with the relationship between monocytes and433

M1-type responses in previous studies. Currently, it has434

been found that patients with low angiogenesis and low435

mast cell density in CRC have a longer survival rate436

than those with high vascularization and high mast cell437

density [43], and several different approaches to target438

and control mast cell and mast cell activation have been439

developed as potential therapies [44]. In our study, the440

immune correlation analysis between immune cells and441

risk score Mast cells R was positive and the size was442

0.39. The absolute value of coefficient was the largest443

among valuable immune cells. Mast cells, monocytes, T444

cells should be followed in the next study. T cells CD8445

cell infiltration to better understand what role they are 446

involved in the immune response in rectal adenocarci- 447

noma and to find more feasible therapies. Although the 448

mutation process is the same among colorectal cancer 449

tumor types, the researchers revealed significant differ- 450

ences in the immune microenvironment [45], which also 451

indicates the importance of exploring the microenviron- 452

ment of rectal adenocarcinoma and the higher weight of 453

its verification function. The results of our study were 454

consistent with those of previous studies, which also 455

confirmed that the prediction results of our risk model 456

composed of 3 m6A-related prognostic lncRNAs were 457

more convincing. 458

Analysis of microbiological differences of lesions 459

at different primary sites is a necessary condition for 460
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Fig. 8. Go and GSEA enrichment analysis of DEG between high-risk and low-risk groups. Volcano plot shows the differentially expressed
mRNAs (DE-mRNAs) between high-risk and low-risk groups. Gene ontology enrichment analysis of differentially expressed genes in high-
-risk and low-risk groups. (C) The GSEA gene accumulation results showed that the high subpopulations were enriched in the Proxi-
mal_tubule_bicarbonate_reclamation pathway. This study shows that the |NES|> 1, p-value < 0.05, FDR < 0.25, indicating significant enrichment
in this pathway.

the selection of individualized treatment for cancer in-461

cluding rectal adenocarcinoma [46]. Through GO en-462

richment analysis results, we found that in terms of463

cell composition, synaptic membrane cells were signif-464

icantly enriched. It has been confirmed by literatures465

that in the pathogenesis of pancreatic cancer, nerve in-466

vasion through the synaptic membrane of nerve endings467

destroys the normal structure of nerve fibers and even468

disappears. As we all know, pancreatic cancer and rec-469

tal adenocarcinoma are both digestive system cancers,470

and there are abundant trophic nerves in the pancreas or471

outside, as well as in the dorsal and lateral rectum [47,472

48]. Therefore, in the next stage, we should focus on the473

pathological changes of synaptic membrane in rectal474

adenocarcinoma as the entry point to explore the ori-475

gin and pathogenesis of tumor through different tumor 476

landscapes. Besides synaptic membrane synthesis en- 477

zymes between neurons cells was significantly enriched 478

in high-risk subgroups, also it is important to note that 479

the researchers from a patient of primary pancreatic 480

neuroendocrine tumor tissue characterization of a cell 481

line, through the function of the cell mutations to rich 482

process including the synthesis enzyme related effect 483

between neurons, And it can serve as a model of a new 484

treatment [49], GO through analysis of part accumula- 485

tion as a result, we believe that the study of pancreatic 486

lesions tumor and straight lint adenocarcinoma cells 487

may have important significance, the microscopic lens 488

diseases to observe difference of cells with change, help 489

to clear understanding of these highly heterogeneity of 490

cancer. 491
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GSEA results showed significant correlation between492

fructose and mannose metabolism in the high-risk sub-493

group of rectal adenocarcinoma. At present, the role494

of fructose metabolism in the pancreas has been com-495

prehensively studied [50]. Fructose is easily obtained496

through diet in daily life. At present, it has become a497

recognized fact that nutritional species play a role in498

tumor microenvironment and affect the progress of can-499

cer, and the current focus should be on different cancer500

studies on fructose consumption and metabolism path-501

ways [51]. Currently, the association between fructose502

and mannose metabolism and rectal adenocarcinoma503

has not been accurately described. Therefore, in the504

next section of research, we should focus on exploring505

metabolic pathways and which parts are central to cell506

growth and survival.507

With the advancement of research, various tumor508

markers, including CA199, have been implemented for509

early clinical screening. We anticipate that through fur-510

ther research and improved genetic detection methods,511

in conjunction with relevant clinical data and epidemi-512

ological characterization, the proposed lncRNA model513

in this study holds significant potential for disease early514

detection, diagnosis, and treatment. Furthermore, we515

envision a progressively expanding application of gene516

therapy in clinical diagnostics and therapeutics. Our517

study also has certain limitations. Firstly, the predictive518

model we developed is based on a publicly available519

database with limited information. Moreover, while our520

findings provide valuable data for the selection of early521

screening markers for rectal adenocarcinoma (READ),522

it is crucial to note that clinical validation using large523

sample sizes remains lacking and should be prioritized524

in future research endeavors. Additionally, further ex-525

ploration of the specific pathways and mechanisms un-526

derlying m6A-related lncRNAs in the prognostic sig-527

naling of rectal adenocarcinoma is necessary to enhance528

the accuracy of immunotherapy. Nevertheless, our study529

provides valuable insights for biomarker screening in530

patients with READs. The key advantage of this index531

is its ability to offer a preliminary assessment for tu-532

mor detection without invasive colonoscopy, enhancing533

the likelihood of early tumor identification and treat-534

ment initiation while potentially alleviating patient dis-535

comfort associated with colonoscopy. This study offers536

robust data support for early diagnosis.537

5. Conclusion538

Our research has developed a three-component m6A539

lncRNA rectal gland cancer prognosis model, which540

has been validated in multiple dimensions. This model 541

shows potential as biomarkers for the prognosis of 542

rectal gland cancer, aiming to provide clinicians with 543

an accurate index for assessing adenocarcinoma dura- 544

tion and enabling early detection of rectal gland carci- 545

noma. Additionally, it identifies promising targets for 546

immunotherapy and opens up new strategies combin- 547

ing early detection, surveillance, and treatment while 548

serving as a foundation for future animal and clinical 549

trials. 550
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